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Greeting from Cambodia! 

Dear families in the Lord,  

Glory to our Father the highest God in Heaven and on Earth! 
Thanks be to Him for everything through the past 6 months.  Pray more for the months remaining!  

“In His time!”  Is a pretty song to sing and to seek for His miracles for this year and the years to come!! 

I don’t have much words to say but a grateful heart to all of you who supported Sunrise. 

Hope you all will be blessed through our ministries!! 

This report is in a different format.  As always, we must respond to the reporting requirements of some of our larger donors.  
A current donor sent us a dozen questions and asked us to answer within the specified character limit.  That text narrative 
is in this document, along with a few added photos.  Then, that donor allowed us to include one attachment, and in that 
file are more photos and even some links to videos.  Please enjoy the stories and ministry descriptions in our answers to 
this donor, and we apologize for the back and forth between the two documents.   

Darany Hang, Sunrise program director                                        Susan Smith, InnerChange 
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How were the objectives and outcomes of the ministry met? 

 
A Case Study: In Demand at the Prison 

In February, the prison where Sunrise has worked for many years received a visit from officials 
from the national department of prisons. These officials, being unhappy with the government 
paperwork that gives Sunrise permission to serve, asked Sunrise to stop services. (Our 
permission letter was signed by the wrong level government official.) After two months, the 
prison began to have many problems related to prisoners’ health. Some of prison staff 
complained about how busy they were because of the increasing number of sick prisoners. 
Some guards could not get enough sleep at night because of the seriously sick prisoners 
needing emergency treatment. Also, other prisoners sharing cells with the sick prisoners also 
began getting sick because they were unable to sleep with the ill prisoners carrying on.  
 

When upper officials from Phnom Penh came to visit the prison, they spoke with the local 
chief who told them about how Sunrise had helped the prison for many years as a good 
partner. One of the upper officials promised to speak with an even higher official in the of 
Department of Prisons about allowing Sunrise to continue work in the prison, which he did. 
As a result, the Chief of Education, Reform, and Health of the prison called Darany, the 
director of Sunrise, to let her know about the situation and advise her on how to complete 
new paperwork to receive permission from the Kampong Cham Provincial government office 
to serve in the prison again. Sunrise received permission and is once again serving in the 
prison. 
 

The point of this story is to show how essential Sunrise services are. Without them, systems 
deteriorated, and people suffered. In response, prison officials went to bat for Sunrise and 
worked hard to convince national officials to find a way for Sunrise to quickly be able to 
provide services once again. The result of these services is the fragrance of Christ is known 
and acknowledged, and prisoners have become eager to get to know Jesus.  

 
 
Progress first 6 months of 2017: 

Hospice (objective: 10-15 patients per year) - The need for hospice care has dropped for 
several reasons: the transmission rate for HIV has decreased, people with HIV are living 
longer, and families are more willing to care for their dying family member at home since they 
now understand that HIV is not easily contagious and the long-term example of our visiting 
team has shown them how to do so. Recently we have had several patients who are not dying, 
but instead have ARV (antiretroviral) drug reactions which damage their liver.  These patients 
can stay alive with proper long-term convalescence. Currently, we have one patient who is 
chronically ill with reactions to his ARVs that have damaged his lungs. He has been in and out 
of the hospice and probably wouldn’t be alive without Sunrise’s care. From his many visits, he 
and his wife have become Christians. She comes to stay with him at the hospice and attends 
church weekly when she is there. 
 

Home Based Care (objective: each quarter, 35-60 HIV+ clients and 25 children of HIV+ parents) 
- Sunrise has served 34 clients with HIV, visiting them an average of 3-4 times per month. 
Fourteen families received food supplements, nine received small business loans, and five 
families received housing repairs or rebuilds. Twenty-nine children were served: 20 received 
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tutoring fee assistance, 27 attended school regularly, and 26 received passing grades. The rest 
will be encouraged and monitored more frequently and counselled to determine whether or 
not the reason they have not been successful in school can be addressed. 
 

Prison Medical Care (objective: 25-30 patients seen by a medical assistant and 30 ill prisoners 
served a meal) - The prison clinic was able to provide 614 prisoners with medical services 
during 726 visits to our clinic, despite the fact that our program was shut down for two 
months. Forty-seven inmates were served meals: 17 of them increased their weight and were 
removed from our program so that 17 new more seriously ill inmates could join. 
 

Community Education (objective: 40 prisoners in conflict resolution courses and 30 minor 
prisoners in counseling services) - Twenty-eight inmates completed conflict resolution 
training, and 21 new inmates have begun. Fifteen inmates who are minors received 
counselling services, but unfortunately, the prison has put an end to the counselling of 
minors. 
 

Infant Formula Distribution (objective: 20 babies and 20 mothers) - Five infants were served 
in our infant formula distribution program in January, but they have all reached 12 months of 
age and have been weaned. This program has now ceased because the government has 
changed the protocol for moms with HIV, now recommending they breastfeed.  
 

Temporary Shelter (objective: 75 patients & family members per year) - Thirty individuals 
sheltered in the hospice while in town for doctor visits. These families didn’t have to spend 
money for a hotel or food.  

 
 
 
Our significant challenges and successes of the project. 
 

SUCCESSES: 
With our Home Based Care project, many people living with HIV/AIDS are now well enough 
to not be currently enrolled in our program! This means their health is good and their income 
adequate. We still visit every 2-6 months to check if they have become ill and need to be re-
enrolled. As noted earlier, the prison side of our ministry is valuable enough for the warden 
to “fight” for us with the central gov’t officials. Here are two case studies to illustrate our 
successes: 
 

Case Study: Beyond our Dreams 

My name is Seng Nimol. I’m 37 and have 3 kids. Our homeland is Pkaa Chuuk Village. I became 
aware that my husband and I contracted HIV after a serious illness a few years ago. In our 
past we experienced poverty. My husband went to far places to find jobs. My kids and I 
collected water bottles & beer cans and begged food during people’s weddings and other 
religious festivals. Then after the birth of my third kid, I was recommended to receive milk 
powder from Sunrise to prevent the transmission of HIV to my infant during breastfeeding. 
They also provided for more of our needs beyond our expectations. My kids can go to school 
and have received support for their education, such as school uniforms and supplies, a bike, 
and tutoring fees. In addition, Sunrise has given us a loan for opening our own business. We 
decided to make and sell roasted eggs. Finally, Sunrise supported the purchase of housing 
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materials to build a proper home for us to live in, which we could not even dream about 
before! 
 

My husband and I are uneducated people. We don’t know how to say much respectfully (with 
proper fancy words) but we really thank Sunrise and all its donors who allow this activity to 
help the poor like us, more than even our relatives and community can do.  
 

CHALLENGES: 
Our basic work, refined over many years, continues to be effective. However, with less people 
with HIV than before, our staff have less work to do. We are busy researching other areas in 
which we can impact the health and well-being of the poor in our area. On our annual team 
retreat, we went to Bangkok and visited the Mercy Center, which does some similar ministry. 
We learned that the decrease of the clients is a success—not a weakness as we thought—
because it means that HIV is affecting people’s lives less than before. 
 
We’ve also been exploring the possibility of serving people with diabetes in our community, 
because we heard that the average time from diagnosis to death is only a few years—very 
similar to the situation with HIV years ago. We visited the work of MoPoTyo, a Cambodian 
NGO focusing on people with chronic disease, including diabetes. We learned that diabetes is 
spreading rampantly because of genetics (epigenetic changes from Cambodians’ history of 
starvation), diet (high in refined starches), and lack of exercise. It threatens the family even 
more than AIDS because people need to pay for medicine by themselves, whereas the 
government and international donors supply the ARV medications for HIV. Also, the lifestyle 
changes necessary are not well understood, and it’s difficult to find the motivation for change. 
Finally, we learned from CODO (Community Oriented Development Organization) about 
recreational drugs—their types, symptoms, and effects. We learned what some groups are 
doing about drugs in other parts of Cambodia.  
 
After this study, we went through a process of looking at our own staff and the amount of 
free time each person has to take on more ministry, as well as the gifts and capabilities of that 
staff person. In “lessons learned,” we describe our next steps. 

 
  
Changes that will be made based on this reflection. 
 

Over the past few months we have researched and brainstormed about how to extend our 
reach to more unreached suffering people. The lessons we learned and their accompanying 
action steps are described below. 
 

1. Vegetable growing: We are interested in helping the families with HIV increase their 
income. One option we considered is teaching our clients how to grow vegetables. We 
decided to help the clients grow straw mushrooms because they are easy to grow and sell 
well, possibly more so than other vegetables. 

• Step 1: Our staff will identify clients who have a little space on their land and have 
the desire to try growing mushrooms.  

• Step 2: Our staff will contact World Hope and other organizations to find for how we 
could observe how they teach this skill. 

• Step 3: Implementation. 
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Sunrise staff and clients travelled an hour to Trapeang Kork village to investigate growing 

mushrooms to earn extra income.  Another project, World Hope program, shared their 

knowledge with us, and some Sunrise clients are very interested in trying it! 
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2. Diabetes screening: We have decided screening is an easy first step for addressing diabetes 
in our community. We can easily do screening in the villages where we already have 
relationships due to our HIV clients, and through screening, we will gain more information as 
to the magnitude of the need for diabetes health services. 

• Step 1: Our health component staff will meet with several village chiefs to determine 
their opinion, perceptions, and advice on this disease. Staff will do a needs 
assessment. 

• Step 2: Get a permission letter from the Health Department. 
• Step 3: Send our staff to train with MoPoTyo on how to work with diabetes. 
• Step 4: Buy a glucose meter and urine test strips, and start screening our clients, 

their families, and neighbors. 
 

3. Hospice: Our success in convincing families that HIV isn’t easily contagious means that 
many HIV clients are choosing to die at home. However, we’d like to capitalize on our many 
years of experience with hospice care, so we are in the process of investigating the needs for 
hospice care for other fatal illnesses, such as cancer. We are also interested in supporting 
families by teaching them how to do hospice care for their loved ones at home. 

• Step 1: Find out if there are people in the community with cancer or other illnesses 
that could use Sunrise’s hospice services by inquiring at the ward for general 
illnesses at the hospital and in the general community when visiting with HIV clients 
or the village chiefs. 

• Step 2: Get additional training for our hospice staff on how to support families with a 
dying family member. 
 

Efforts towards collaboration and/or networking  
 
Sunrise places high value on collaborating and networking with other organizations and in 
2017 has done so with the following: 

1. Government: Sunrise has positive relationships and permission to serve at all levels 
of government, from the national level (Ministry of Social Affairs) to the local level 
(provincial ministry offices, prison warden, provincial hospital doctors). 

 

2. We also cooperate with the private organization AUA (ARV Users Association) in the 
following ways: 

• When they meet with new clients in our operational location, they share with the 
client about Sunrise Home Based Care services. 

• They tell us about new cases of HIV infection so we can visit the families to see if 
they would like to participate in our program.  

• We receive information about any new problems or issues facing families with 
HIV so we can work with the family to solve them. 

• If there are hospital patients critically ill with HIV, they recommend our hospice 
service to them. 

 

3. Church: CCM church has been a supportive place to Theary, one of our clients. While 
she was staying in our hospice, she learned about Jesus and began attending this church. 
After she completed her TB medication and began gaining weight, the church offered her a 
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place to stay on their property. Now, she is a member and attends Sunday services 
regularly, both Sunday morning worship and Sunday afternoon Bible teaching. 
 

4. Prison: As explained earlier, our relationship with the prison is so good they 
persisted in asking the national government to assist with paperwork difficulties so we could 
continue serving there. Inside the prison we have found a staff member of the medical 
department who will work with us to advocate for sick prisoners in the face of corrupt or 
apathetic officials.  
 

5. Finally, we are collaborating with many organizations by learning from them, as 
listed above in “Lessons Learned.”  

 
 
Evaluation Results: 
 

One tool we used was a SWOT Analysis. Key findings include: 
 

Strengths: Our core activities continue to be effective. Through all our deeds we have the 
opportunity to stand for the poor and show many people God’s loving heart as well as reflect 
Matt. 25:35-36, as we are His servants. 
 

Weaknesses: We have missed some opportunities for teaching during the prison feeding 
program meals. We have identified some areas our staff could use more training to increase 
our effectiveness: working with people who have experienced trauma, understanding kids’ 
needs and emotions, helping kids with academic difficulties, and sharing the gospel.  
 

Opportunities: Caring for those with drug-resistant TB and HIV as well as those who have 
experienced trauma, discrimination, abandonment, and lack of medications in prison and the 
hospital. AUA lost funding for their “waiting house” hostel for clients who must travel far to 
obtain medication.  
 

Threats: Some have a hard time accessing the help Sunrise offers. Clients must travel far to 
find work, miss doses of their ARVs, and become drug resistant, or they have to work all day 
so they miss the visit from our staff. Some are afraid of discrimination and so forgo joining 
our program. There are also difficulties at the prison: corrupt or apathetic guards who won’t 
let prisoners out of their cell to attend medical clinic or class, noise during the class, shortened 
teaching time due to rain, and frequent holidays or meetings that preempt our activities.  

 
 
Extension of the Gospel: 
 

Sunrise staff work unto the Lord. In some cases, we work without opportunities for direct 
evangelism. For example, in the prison medical clinic, inmates know we are Christians, but 
their visit is brief and there is not an opportunity to explain Christ. However, these same 
prisoners may be in our conflict resolution training or meal feeding program, thus they may 
get the chance to hear the gospel from our staff in another setting. Or because of our 
compassionate care, they may be more inclined to participate in a Bible study run by another 
inmate or a worship program held by a local church in the prison. Among the few possessions 
the inmates have to endure the long, boring hours they are locked inside, a walk through the 
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prison will reveal a stack of Bibles and songbooks in every cell (rooms for 20-50 inmates). 
Many are coming to know the gospel at the prison.  
 

In other cases we work many months with individual people. In these situations it’s much 
easier for our staff to share clearly about their faith. One example of this kind of work can be 
seen in the story of Theary. Theary’s homelife as a child was incredibly difficult. Because of 
what others did to her, she contracted HIV and TB at a young age. She was too sick to travel 
daily to the hospital for her TB medication (she was required to be observed taking her daily 
dose), so she ended up moving into the Sunrise hospice. She was down to 37 kg (81 lbs) at 
the time because her meds were making her even more ill. Sunrise lovingly cared for her 
physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Now, Theary has finished the meds, is TB free, lives at 
a church which has welcomed her, believes in Jesus, and is working! She’s also an alarming 62 
kg (136 lb)—enough to get a warning about diabetes! Watch Theary tell her difficult but 
redemptive story here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbJX713P8y0&t=3s 

 

Case Study: A Life Transformed 

Recently our technical advisor Susan (CRM staff) had an opportunity to visit the Sunrise prison 
feeding program. Susan encouraged the prisoners by sharing her life. She mentioned that no 
matter where we are, God gives good gifts and beauty, such as the music playing nearby and 
the butterflies in the tree in the prison yard, and we can open our eyes to search for God’s 
gifts. 
 

Rithy Pong, a 26 year old male prisoner, was sentenced to prison for two years for stealing 
money. Before prison, he lived with his grandmother and aunt because his parents had to 
move far away to find jobs. By grade 10, Rithy had dropped out of school. He was subject to 
the influence of bad friends and fell into crime.  
 

After Susan shared, Rithy represented all the participants in the meal service and said a great 
thanks to Sunrise and its donors who are showing them mercy in a way that is so important 
to all of them. He led prayers of thanks for the food before eating. Afterwards, he spoke up 
again and asked for more information about God and especially about prayers--for brochures 
or short written lessons. He said he would like to know more. In situations like these, Sunrise 
has a few chances to share the gospel verbally, but this young man was wise enough to ask 
for written resources that he can keep when his contact with our staff has ended. 
 
Additional Information: 
 

A new cult, Church of God (Ang Sanh Hong), has been attempting to persuade some of the 
church members in Kampong Cham, including some of the Sunrise HBC clients. Their team 
has visited our clients at home to teach their creeds, pretending to be as proper and holy as 
the original churches in the time of the apostles. They call themselves “The Church of God in 
the Bible" and teach about God the Mother and the new Name of the Holy spirit (Ang Sanh 
Hong) who has already come to the flesh the second time in South Korea. They claim that all 
protestant churches are standing on Catholic beliefs and traditions and are cults because they 
follow some Roman Catholic ideas related to Sun-God worship (i.e., worship services on 
Sunday and December 25th as the birthday of the son of the Sun-God and Day of the Sun-
God).  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbJX713P8y0&t=3s
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 Their doctrines include: 
• The Sabbath Day is Saturday. 
• New Covenant Passover through Jesus blood is just one time yearly as part of the 

Passover ceremony only. 
• Baptism should happen immediately when there is a new believer. There should be 

no delay after the time of salvation. 
• Women have to cover their heads with veils because of their glory. 

 

Sunrise director, Darany Hang, is preparing the information necessary to address their false 
ideas, which she will teach in her church and to Sunrise clients. We are also stepping up prayer 
around this issue. We would appreciate your prayers as well. 
 

 

 
 

Big Event at Khmer New Year 
 

It’s a happy time together; during Khmer New Year in April we celebrate. All Sunrise’s clients 
had a wonderful time to have a close fellowship with each other and with our staff.  We took 
a nice trip to the beach at Kampong Som.  We were all having fun together, even eating and 
playing. Yes, with all their smiling and laughing, it was a great pleasure as a great family of 
Sunrise.  
 
We took time for sharing about Christ’s resurrection meaning at the night time, shown in the 
photos below.   
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Prayer Requests 
 

 
Please pray for: 
 

➢ Staff and clients’ health & their safety in prison and travelling. 

➢ Keep asking God to bless us with more power, love, joy, peace, patience and wisdom 

in working together. 

➢ Continue to pray for our process on diabetes issues.  Also pray as we seek other kinds 

of clients for the Hospice. 

➢ Continue to thank God for His blessings through some donations even though it’s not 

enough for the whole program.  Please continue to pray more for new donors. 

➢ Pray for Susan, a program adviser of Sunrise and a liaison with donors, to have good 

health and wisdom to help Sunrise more. 

➢ Pray for Mr. Dara, a peace & conflict resolution trainer.  He would like to retire from 

Sunrise by the next semester of 2017. Pray for Mr. Chhorn, our new trainer, to have a 

real gift for this job. 

➢ Continue to pray for more opportunities to share about God, and for the clients to 

become hungry for God. Pray also about cults who have stolen the sheep in many areas 

where we work. 

➢ Thanks God for preparing us to get back to prison again after we were forced to stop 

for two months in February and March.  
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➢ Asking God to change the heart of one of the prison guards to have compassion on the 

sick prisoners in each cell.  Sometimes he won’t properly let the ill inmates out of their 

cell to visit our health clinic, even if the inmate’s name is on the list. 

➢ Continue to pray for all the prison staff who are working with Sunrise to have good 

relationships and cooperation with us. 

➢ Continue to pray for God’s hand to move this prison through our deed. 

➢ Ask God to bless 3 of our Home Based Care children who will have their Diploma 

Exams (Grade 9th) starting 8th of August 2017. 

➢ Pray for training opportunities for our staff to get more encouragement and skills.  

➢ Thank God for church leaders in Kampong Cham, that most of them seem to be acting 

with more unity again through Evangelical Fellowship of Cambodia’s mission.  In the 

past few years there has been a lot of infighting and posturing, but things seem to be 

improving now.  Sunrise has staff in 7 different churches, so pray for us to be able to 

influence them to work together.   
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